
 

Why you shouldn’t use Wix for your CBD eCommerce 

Starting trading online can often prove difficult. From SEO and analytics, to page design 
and theming, each presents its own challenges, even before you start to think about 
taking payments for your services or goods.


Wix provides a great platform for businesses just starting out with a need for a webpage. 
The easy to use interface allows for anyone to design their own site and get it up and 
running with minimal hassle, all at a very affordable price.


However, those within the CBD industry  and other high-risk industries know all too well, 
that there are plenty of further outstanding issues and inconveniences that must be taken 
into account. 


Platforms such as Wix are great, however you may run into difficulties when taking 
payments due to their selected merchant service integrations. With these, a merchant can 
expect high transaction fees, and strict guidelines on accepted business industries.


Many leading banks and providers reject merchant accounts for such industries, due to 
their ‘high-risk’ classification and the still existent stigma that surrounds the sale and use 
of Cannabidiol. Or even worse, provide an account only later to cut off the merchant 
leaving them unable to take payments.


Choosing The Right Platform 

Today, there are countless options out there satisfying your needs for website design and 
hosting. However, this does mean, a little bit of research into the options available is 
required.


For eCommerce solutions, the likes of WordPress, Woocommerce & Shopify all offer 
themselves extremely well, allowing a wide range of customisation (which is necessary 
when it comes to high-risk industries). 


WordPress, the open source CMS (Content management system) allows for maximum 
customisation, which for businesses within the CBD industry, is a necessity. With the 
ability to use a wide selection of third-party ecommerce plugins, WordPress takes the 
podium spot. 




Merchant Accounts and Payment Gateways 
 
Within ‘high-risk’ sectors, obtaining a merchant account can take a lot of time and effort. 
Many leading merchant providers simply won’t provide accounts to merchants falling 
within their unaccepted categories. 


When operating within the areas encompassed in these classifications, more often than 
not a payment gateway is the best route. Payment gateways that specialise in high-risk 
industries offer multiple merchant banks to a merchant, meaning if one shuts down or 
suspends an account, your business can simply be switched over to another partnered 
bank.  

 
 
 

 
 


